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Nonlinear waves for a model of viscoelastic materials are constructed and 
analyzed. There are traveling waves, expansion waves, and diffusion waves. The 
stress in the model depends on the present strain as well as its past history. Travel- 
ing waves are studied based on the admissibility criterion for the models with 
equilibrium or instantaneous elastic response. Expansion waves and diffusion waves 
are constructed in the time-asymptotic sense. Asymptotic states with given end 
states are constructed and consist of these elementary waves. 0 1988 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the viscolastic model 
u, - u, = 0 
u, - ux = 0, (l.lh 
where U, u, and cr are the strain deformation, velocity, and the stress, 
respectively. The stress is a given function of the strain u and its past 
history, 
u(x, 2) = j’ h(t - T, u(x, t), u(x, z)) dz (l.l)* -a2 
for a given smooth function h. A somewhat simpler model is 
u(x, t) =f(u(x, t)) + j’ a’(t - z) g(u(x, z)) dt (1Jh -02 
for a given kernel a’(s), 0 -C s < cc, and some given functions f(u). We are 
interested in studying nonlinear waves for (1.1). Although our analysis 
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applies for the stress-strain relation (l.l),, for simplicity in presentation we 
carry out our analysis for (1.1) consisting of (l.l), and (Ll),. In (Li),, 
f(u(x, t)) represents the instantaneous elastic response, and the integral the 
memory. It is a fading memory if a’(s) decreases to zero and s + co. We 
assume that a’(s), 0 -z s < co, is integrable and normalize a’(s) so that 
u(0) = 1: 
u(s) > 0, a’(s) < 0, u”(S) > 0,o <s < 00, 
a(0) = 1, lim a(s) = lim a’(s) = lim u”(s) =O. 
(I.21 
s + ?o s-x s-cc 
Nonlinear waves from (1.1) can be understood more easily by relating 
(1.1) to certain simplified systems. The elastic model with the instantaneous 
elastic response in ( 1.1 )3 is 
u, - 0, = 0 
u, -f(u), = 0. 
(1.3) 
The equilibrium elastic model is obtained by assuming that the strain has 
attained a stationary value and the memory g(u(x, z)) in (l.l), may be 
replaced by its present value g(u(x, t)), 
u, - v, = 0 
u, -P(U), = 0, P(U) =&f(u) -g(u)9 
(1.4) 
where we have used (1.2), u(O) = 1. A second-order model, an 
viscoelasticity of rate type, is to approximate g(u(x, z)) by g(u(x, t)) and 
g(u(x, t)), through Taylor expansion (Section 5, cf. [Z]) 
System (1.3) governs the local behavior of solutions of (l.l), since the 
memory term takes a longer time to have effect. The equilibrium equations 
(1.4) govern the equilibrium states, which occur either at the far fields of 
compression waves or at the time-asymptotic state of expansion waves. The 
viscous model described diffusion waves time-asymptotically. 
Traveling waves are permanent wave forms 
(u, v)(x, t) = (cp, ti)(x - ct) 
(cp9$)(f~o)=(u*9v*) 
(1.6) 
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propagating with constant speed c. For weak traveling waves of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.5) 
is a good approximation. In general one needs to solve the full equations 
( 1.1) for traveling waves. Since the far fields (U &, L’ k ) are in equilibrium, 
they are connected by shock waves of the equilibrium model (1.4). Thus 
the speed c is related to the equilibrium characteristic speeds f (p’(u))‘,’ of 
(1.4). On the other hand, for the instantaneous elastic model (1.3) the 
characteristics are f (f’(u))’ ‘. For the stability of both (1.3) and (1.4), and 
therefore of (l.l), we assume that 
0 <p’(u) <f’(u) (1.7) 
for all u under consideration. In other words, the equilibrium charac- 
teristics are subcharacteristic compared to the instantaneous characteristics. 
In the case where the speed c of a traveling wave is also subcharacteristic, 
c2 <f(u), the traveling wave is smooth. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the traveling wave (1.6) of (1.1) is smooth. 
Then the following are satisfied: 
(i) C(U+ -up) = -(II+ -0-), ~$0, -tl-) = -(p(u+)-p(u- 1) 
(Rankine-Hugoniot condition for (1.4)), 
(ii) M~+)-P(~-)V(U+ -u-)<(p(u)-p(u-))/(u-u-) for all u 
between u- and u + and c 2 0 (admissibility criterion for (1.4), 
(iii) c2 <f’(u) for all u between u ~ and u + and u = u + (nonresonance 
condition). 
The converse is true. When end states (u * , u f ) satisfy (i)-( iii), then a 
smooth traveling wave (1.6) of (1.1) exists. Moreover, the traveling wave is 
strictly monotone and unique up to translation. 
The above theorem is proved in Section 2. We first use the asymptotic 
expansion and to analyze the beehavior of the tail (x - ct w CC for c > 0 and 
X-ct- -‘Lo for c ~0) (2.9). This and a priori estimate on the 
monotonicity of the wave allows us to construct the wave. A simple elegant 
argument is designed for the uniqueness. From (i), (ii) we see that the far 
fields (u,, v+) are governed by the shock wave theory for the equilibrium 
equations (1.4) [7, 131. 
When the traveling wave is strong then the nonresonance condition 
cZ <f’(u) may fail and the instantaneous characteristics + (f’(u))“* come 
into play. That is, the traveling wave contains discontinuity waves 
governed by ( 1.3). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (i), (ii) of Theorem 1 hold but (iii) fails. Then 
there exists a traveling wave (1.6) of (1.1) which satisfies the following 
conditions across any discontinuity wave (u,, v,; u,, v,) contained therein 
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(i) c(u,--24,)’ -(u,-uoI), c(u,-uuI)= -(f(u,)-f(u,)) (Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition for ( 1.3)), 
(ii) (f(u,) -f(u,))/(x,- u,) < (f(u) -f(u,))/(u - u,) for all u bemen 
uI and u, and c 3 0 (admissibility criterion for ( 1.3)). 
Moreover the traveling wave (1.6) of (1.1) s&i&king (i) and (ii) across anJ 
discontinuity is monotone and unique up to translation. 
Theorem 2.3 is proved in Section 3. The construction of nonsmooth 
traveling waves is motivated by the author’s study of a simple relaxation 
model [lo]. It follows from the above theorems that the relaxation effect of 
the memory smooths out weak discontinuities but not necessarily the 
strong ones. 
When the constitutive functions f(u) and p(u) are convex the 
admissibility criterions (ii) of Theorem 1 and 2 are simplified to the usual 
linear stability criterion 
P’(~-)~C22P’(~+), f ‘(4) 3 c* s f’(u ) r for ~20. 
Traveling waves for the convex constitutive relation have been constructed 
by Pipkin [ 121 for a particular constitutive relation, by Greenberg [4] for 
nonsmooth waves, and by Greenberg and Hasting [S] for smooth waves. 
Under the convexity assumption a nonsmooth wave consists of a constant 
state part history and one discontinuity. The uniqueness of traveling wave 
is nontrivial only for smooth history. In [S] a weaker uniqueness theorem 
with prescribed tail growth was proved. The convexity hypothesis is 
relevant for longitutional waves but not for shearing waves. 
In Section 4 we study the time-asymptotic states of solutions for (1.1) 
when the far fields at x = + co are constant states. Besides the traveling 
waves we also need the expansion waves, which are governed by the 
equilibrium equations (1.4) time-asymptotically. 
Because of the relaxation of the memory term, when a constant state is 
perturbed the solution dissipates in LJx) and converges to the constant 
state as time t + co. This has been studied by the energy method (Dafer- 
mos and Nohel [3]; Hrusa and Nohel [6]). The asymptotic behavior (say 
in L,(x)) has not been studied. In Section 5 we show that for dissipative 
waves ( 1.1) can be replaced, time-asymptotically, by the simplified 
equations (1.5). It turns out the dissipative waves of (1.5) are described in 
terms of Burgers equation and the heat equation (Liu [9]). 
In the previous sections one dealt with the stress-strain relation (l.l), 
with regular kernel a’(0) < co. In the last section we show how to reline our 
analysis for the more general stress-strain relation (1.1 )? and the singular 
kernel a’(O) = c/3. 
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For the general theory of ( 1.1) the reader is referred to the upcoming 
monograph of Renardy, Hrusa, and Nohel [ 111. 
2. SMVIOOTH TRAVELING WAVES 
Plug the traveling wave (u, v)(x, I) = (cp, $)(,Y - CC) into (l.l), and (l.l), 
and integrate to yield 
-ccp(S)=ICI(5)+A, 
(2.1) 
a’(-rl)g(cp(r-crl))dq’+A*, 5 = x - ct. 
Since (cp.$)(t)+(u,,u,) as t + + co, the integration constants are _ 
A,= -cu+ -v+, A, = --CD* +p(u, 1, (2.2) - 
where we have used (1.2) for a(O)=1 and g((p(<-(q))+g(u+) as 
5 + f co. It follows from (2.2) that the Rankine-Hugoniot condition ((i) of 
Theorem 1) holds. Eliminate ll/([) from (2.1) to obtain 
-c2dr)+f(cp(5))= -p_o’(--rl)g(p(i--c~))d~.+A, 
(2.3) 
A=cA,+Az= -c2u+ +p(u+). 
From the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
c2=P(u+)-Pw 
L -t.- 
and p’(u) > 0 ( 1.7), we have c # 0. For definiteness, we will consider only 
the case c > 0, the case of the backward traveling wave c < 0 is analogous. 
Thus we have 
c= 
( 
P(U+)-P(U-) ‘!2>o 
u+ -U- > 
(2.4) 
In this case the wave moves to the right and (~(5) depends on its “past” 
history q(q), cc > q > r. We first study the asymptotic behavior near 
(‘CC. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a forward traveling wave, c > 0, we have 
c > (p’(u + p*. 
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Proof When c2 =f’(u*), we have from (1.7) that c’>p’(u,) and the 
proposition holds. Thus we assume that c* #f’(u*). Differentiating (2.3), 
we get 
t-c2 +f’(cp(t)) (P’(5) 
0 
=- 
I -~ u’(-rl)g’((p(5-crl))cP’(~-crl)drl W), 
( -c2 +f’((P(t)) rp’(5) 
As 44 oj, g(d<))+g(u+), g(cp(t-q))-+g(u+), and the right hand side 
of (2.5), tends to zero. Since c2 #f’(u+) we have from (2.5), that 
Thus for each given to, 1 q’(t)1 assume a maximum over to < < < co, say, 
at l* = 5,(50): 
I (P’(5,)l 2 I cp’(Ol forall <,<5<00. (2.6) 
Substract g’((p(t,)) from (2.5), evaluated at 5 = t*, 
-c2 +P’(dr*) 
s 
0 
=- 
--m a’(-?) s’(cp(5*))-g’(cp(r*)-~)) 
[ 
(P’(5, - crl) 
cp,(r ) 1 dq. (2.7) * 
by (2.6). Thus the right hand side of (2.7) becomes nonnegative and the left 
hand side is - c2 + p’(u k ) as {* -+ co. This proves the proposition. 
In the above proof we have assumed that q’(c,)#O as t* + co. If 
cp’(r,) = 0 for some 5, then from (2.6) we have rp(r) = U+ for t., 2 5 > co, 
and it follows that cp(t) - U, for all 5 by the uniqueness theorem to be 
proved later in Proposition 2.2. This would imply that u + = U- and so 
(~‘(5,) f 0 for all 5,. From Proposition 2.1 we see that in the generic case 
c2 > p’( u + ). From now on we will assume that c2 > p’( u + ), This is done for 
simplification of the analysis. 
SO5/76:1-3 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose thar (.f’(a+ ))’ ’ > c > (p’( u, ))“I. Then there 
exists a strictly increasing solution cp + (5) and a strictly decreasing solution 
cp ~ (5 ) of (2.3 ) for 5 near lm satislving 
cP+(r)=u+e-“:+I’e~26:+U(e~2”‘) as 
where 6 > 0 and y are constants uniquely determined b? 
s 
0 
a,(-~)e,6,d~=f’(U+)-C2 
-x g’(u + ) 
0 -I 
a’( -q)(e2’6q dq -ec6”) dq . 
--z 
(2.8) 
(2.9), 
(2.9 j2 
Proof: Plugging (2.8) into (2.3) and comparing the coefficients of epde 
and e-2a:, we obtain (2.9). Note that since c* >p’(u,) the right hand side 
of (2.9), is positive and less than one, so the uniquely defined S is positive. 
To construct (p(5) near 5 = cc we use (2.3) and (2.8) to iterate on the 
coefficients of e - *R (done here for (p+(t)), 
fpo(~)~u+e~6~+yoe~2”i (2.10), 
-c*%M +f(cp,(O 
I 
0 
E- 
a’i-rl)g(cp,~,)(5-crl)drl+A, n = 1, 3, . . . . WOL 
- rn, 
where y. is a constant different from y in (2.9),. Near 5 = co, (~~(5) is close 
to u + . Equation (2.10), is satisfied when (Pi _, = (Pi = u + . Since c* <f’(u + ) 
by the hypothesis (2.10), can be solved for (p,(t), 4 near co, with values 
near 24,. It can be shown inductively that (2.10) defines (p,(t), n = 1, 2, . . . . e 
near co, which have the expansion 
The above expansion is obtained straightforwardly from (2.9) and (2.10). 
Since 6 > 0, we have 
O<d< 1. 
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This suggests that the sequence { cp,}, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . is contracting. Indeed, 
set 
for some fixed large number &. Then from (2.10) we have 
for some 0( &) -+ 0. 
Thus {(p,} is contracting if the above estimate is uniform in n. This is so if 
there is a priori estimate for { cp,}. It follows from f’ >g’ > 0, (1.6), and 
(2.10) that if ‘p, > qpo (cp, < cpO) then { cp,} is increasing in n (decreasing in 
n). Thus {(p,] is bounded above (and below) by functions of the form 
u+ +e-s:+ye-2s;, jj large (and small). Similarly, by differentiation of 
(2.10) we see that the derivatives of (qn} are also uniformly bounded. Thus 
{ cp, j is a contracting sequence which converges uniformly to a solution 
(p(t), 5 near co, of (2.3) which satisfies (2.8) and (2.9). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that u + > u _ (or u + < u _ ). Then the increas- 
ing (or decreasing) solution (p(t) of (2.3) constructed in Proposition 2.2 near 
5 = CO can be continued uniquely, strictly monotonically, and with values 
between u- and u, so long as c'<f'(cp(t)). 
Proqf We continue (p(5) by Picard’s method using (2.5),: 
-c2~(50-nd5)+f(cp(r,--ndCI)) 
2 -~'d5~ - (n - 1) &I +f(dtd - (n - 1) A51 
+:r x a”( -rl) g(cp)(L - (n - 1) At(rl)) 4 > . 
Suppose that (p(c) is defined for &, 6 5 < cx). Then we repeat the above 
approximation to define an approximate solution for C;,, = &,- VA<, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . As the mesh size At tends to zero the approximate solution 
clearly converges locally for 5 near to. The process can be continued so 
long as (p(5) stays bounded and the left hand side of the above 
approximation can be solved for (p(<,, - nA<). The latter requirement is the 
nonresonance condition c2 c f ‘(u). The first condition follows from the 
hypothesis and that (p(5) is strictly monotonic so that ~(5) lies between u ~ 
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and U, . We now prove the monotonicity of rp(<). Suppose that cp’(l,) = 0 
and cp’(<) # 0 for 5, < 5 < r;. Then from (2.5), 
yLr. a”(-)r)Cg(cp)( r, -c’rl)-g(dsI,)l h=O. 
Thiscontradicts(1.2)and(1.7),a”>O,g’>O,andcp’(r)#Ofor5,<5<~. 
It remains to establish the uniqueness of the above continuation. But this 
follows from usual local theory-of the Picard method. 
The above proposition study the local behavior near 
study the global behavior of smooth traveling waves. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose q(l) is a strictly monotone 
with cp(fccj)=u,. Then 
c.2 = P(U+)-Pk),P(U)-Pk) 
z4, --up u--up 
for all u between u and u + 
Proof The above inequality is equivalent to 
(-2 = P(U+)-P(U-),P(U)-P(U) 
U+ -U- u--u+ 
(=a~. We now 
solution of (2.3) 
(2.11) 
(2.11)’ 
for all u between U_ and U, . From Proposition 2.1 we have in general that 
c2 >p’(u+ ), which implies the above inequality for u near U, . In the excep- 
tional case where c2 =p’(u+ ) we need to refine the argument of the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 to show that the above inequality holds for u near U, . We 
will not elaborate this here. To complete the proof it remains to show that 
the inequality can never become an equality. Suppose that for some 
U, =cp(c,) between up and U, 
c2 = P(U+)-P(U-)=P(UA-P(U) 
u, --up u,-up . 
This and (2.3) yield (keeping in mind that p = f - g and that a(0) = 1) 
g((P(5,)= - J” a’(-vl)g(cp(t, -crl)dv. 
x 
This, however, contradicts the monotonicity of u, g, and cp. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that (u ~ , u + ) satisfies (2.11) and the follow- 
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ing nonresonance condition: c2 <f’(u) for all u between IL and u + . Then 
there exists a strictly monotone solution q(r) of (2.3) with cp( f co) = u+. 
Proof With Proposition 2.3 it remains to show that the strictly 
monotone solution solution (p(5) constructed in Propossition 2.2 can be 
continued to 5 = - a with cp( - cc ) = u ~. Suppose that cp( - co) = u,,, and 
u0 # u _ . From the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (2.1 t(2.3) we have 
$ = P(U+ 1 -P(Uo) 
24+-2.40 . 
This implies, by (2.11) that u0 does not lie between U- and U, . Thus U- 
lies between U, and u,,. This contradicts Proposition 2.4 when it is applied 
to the traveling wave with end states u + and u,, using (2.11)’ instead of 
(2.11). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Up to translation there exists at most one smooth 
solution (p(5) to (2.3) with cp( f CO) = u+. 
Proof: By the uniqueness of continuation of a solution (cf. 
Proposition 2.3) we need only show that any two traveling waves rp,(cJ) 
and (p,(c) are equal near 5 = co up to translation. That is (p,(c) = 
(~~(5 + to) for some &, and for all r near co. Suppose that any given 
solution cp ,(l) coincides with the strictly monotone solution (~~(5) 
constructed in Proposition 2.2 at to near cx): 
(P,(50) = cpo(So), cp,(~)=cpo(~)=u+. 
This can always be done by a proper translation of (~~(5). From (2.3) 
I 
0 
a’(-rl)Cg(cp,(So-crl)-g(cp2(ro-crt))l dv=O. -zc 
This implies, by the monotonicity of g and a, that it is impossible for 
(p,(t) # cpo(c) for to < c < co. Thus for the local uniqueness near 5 = co not 
to hold (p,(t) - cpo(<) must have infinitely many zeros near a. Since 
cp,(~)=cp0(~0)=~+, given any t: near co, there exists 5, =t,([) such 
that for E > 0 depending on [ 
Icp1(5*)-(Po(5*)I =t*py::<m Icp,(<)-cpo(r)l. (2.12) 
In particular I (p,(t)- (po(5)1 assume a local minimum at CJ = <*. Again 
from cp,(co)=cp,(a~) and (2.5), we have cp;(co)=cpb(co)=O and so 
B=rp;(5*)=cpb(5*)-cP’ce*,-o as 5,a[-oo. (2.13) 
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From (2~5)~ 
+I c ” s ~“(-rl)(g(cp,(r*-cvl))-g(cpo(5*-crl)))~~. x 
From the above estimates and f’ > 0, g’ > 0, we have 
~‘(0)(g(cp,(5*))-g(~o(5*)))(1 +W*)B) 
I 
0 
= ~~ ~“(-~)(g(cp,(4*-crl))-gt~o(5*-crl)))~rl. (2.14) 
Without loss of generality we assume that 
so that (2.12) implies that the right hand side of (2.14 j is less than 
f 
0 
--3c u”(-vl)(g(cp,(5*))-g(~o(5*)))~~ 
= -~‘(o)(g(cpl(5*))-s(~ot~*~~~. 
On the other hand, from (2.13) /I can be chosen arbitrarily small, and so 
(2.14) implies that g(cp,t5))-g(cpot~)) . 1s c ose 1 to gh(4,))-dv2(5,)) for 
5 not far from 5,. That is, there exists so > 0 and a subset I of (0, So) with 
measure m(I) = 0( 1) j3 such that 
la’(so)l =D,A I4so)l= DOB (2.15) 
g(cp~(5,-crlj)-g(~o(5,-crl~=gtcp~t~,~-g(cpo(~,)(*+~(*)B) (2.16) 
for r,r E (0, so) - I and some large D, > 0, Do > 0. On the other hand, (2.3) 
yields 
-c2(cp,(5*j- cpotr*)) +fbl(5*)kf(cpo(5*)) 
=-f 
0 
~~ ~‘(-~)(g(cp*(4*--crl)-g(cp,(r*-c~j)d~. 
From (2.15), (2.16), u(O) = 1, and m(1) = 0( 1) b, the above identity yields 
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As t*a5+0o,B+O, and cp,(t,)+u+, (P(~,)+u+ we have 
-c’+fl(u+)=g’(u+) or c2=p’(u+) 
which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 1 follows from the Propositions 2.2-2.6. 
3. NONSMOOTH TRAVELING WAVES 
We first describe general discontinuity waves of (1.1). Suppose that a 
solution (u, u) of (1.1) is discontinuous along x =x(t). Then it satisfies the 
jump condition 
x’( t )(u, - u,) = - (u, - u,) 
X’(fNUr - 0,) = - (I-(%) -f(5) + il, a’(t - z)(g(4t) + 095) 
-g(4x(r) -0, ~1)) dT 
(u,, 0,) = (4 u)(x(t) -0, I), (u,, 0,) = (4 u)(x(t) + a t). 
We claim that the above integral is zero, that is, 
u(x(t) + 0, t) = u(x(t) -0, 5) for almost all Z. 
If not, suppose that u(x(~) +0, r) # u(x(r)-0, T) for some intervals in 
t > T > co. Over these intervals, x =x(r), t fixed, is the line of discontinuity 
with zero speed. For simplicity, we assume (x(t), t) lies in one of the inter- 
vals, so that x’(r) = 0. Over these invervals, ( #(x(t) + 0, r) - u(x(t) - 0, r)l 
assumes a maximum at some finite r, which again is assumed to be t for 
simplicity, within an arbitrarily small E: 
I%---,I 2 (u(x(t)+O, T)-U(X(f)-0, r))l-& 
for almost all t, t > t > - co. 
Since x’(t) = 0, we have from the jump condition that 
u, = u, 
fw~~,)=j,, a’(t- r)(g(4df) + 0, T) -g(u(-x(f) -0, T))) dt. 
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The above estimates and a’ < 0, g’ > 0, f’ > 0, a(O) = 1 yield 
I f(4) -f(4)I d I S(k) -g(u,)l + E 
or 
I P(L4,) -P(U,)l Q E. 
This contradicts p’(u) > 0 and E can be chosen arbitrarily small. Thus the 
jump condition becomes 
x(t)(u,-u,)= -(u,-u,) 
-Y(f)(L7,- 0,) = - (f(4) -f(d)) 
(4, u,) = (UT u)(*dt) +o, t), (4, 01) 
(3.1) 
= (u, o)(x(t)-0, t). 
That is, the discontinuity wave for (1.1) satisfies the same jump condition 
as the instantaneous elastic model 
au au o ---= 
at ax 
au afw=, 
z-- . ax 
(3.2) 
Thus we impose the following admissibility criterion from the shock wave 
theory for general hyperbolic conservation laws [7, 131: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A discontinuity {(u,, u,), (u,, u,)} with speed 
c = x’(t) > 0, (3.1), for system ( 1.1 ), is admissible if it satisfies 
c* = f(4) -f(4) <f(U) -f(h) for all u between U, and u,. (3.3) 
ur - UI u - u, 
Suppose that two end states (u+ , u f ) satisfy the jump condition 
c(u+ - LIP)’ -(Ll+ -o-) 
c(u+ -u-J= -(p(u+)-P(K)) 
and the entropy condition 
(3.4) 
c2 = P(U+) --Au-) ,PWP(U- 1 
u, -u- u-u- 
for all u between u _ and u + . (3.5) 
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We want to construct a traveling wave of ( 1.1) 
This has been done in Section 2 when the nonresonance condition 
c2 <f’(u), u between u _ and U, , is satisfied. This is the case when the 
wave is weak. Strong traveling waves in general contain discontinuity 
waves, which are required to satisfy (3.1), c = x’(t), and (3.3). At continuity 
points, (50, $) satisfies (2.3). For definiteness, we assume that 
c > 0, U- >l4+; (3.6) 
the other cases are analogous. From (3.5), p(u) - c2u, u + < u < U- , attains 
a maximum at U=U-. Since f’(u)>p’(u)=f’(u)-g’(u) (1.7), the same 
holds forf(u)-c2u, U, <u6uP (Fig. 3.1). 
Let u, ~u,<u2<...<u2”<uZn+,= U- be states with the property that 
f(u) - C’U is increasing for u between u + and U, and between ui and ui+ , , i 
even, and that f(u) - C’U <f(u,) - c2ui =f( ui + , ) - c2ui+, for u between ui 
and ui+ 1, i odd (Fig. 3.1). In this section we assume that the nonresonance 
condition c2 <f’(u), u between u_ and U, , fails. This implies that u, # u- . 
Between ui and ui+ I, i even, the nonresonance condition f’(u) > c2 is 
satisfied and the study of the smooth wave based on (2.3) applies. The 
pairs C”i* ui+ I  I , ,  i odd. satisfy the admissibility criterion (3.3) and may be 
connected by discontinuity waves (Fig. 3.2). The second component $( 5) of 
the traveling wave is given in terms of d(t), 
HO= -ccp(r)+cu+ +u+. 
FIGURE 3.1 
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FIGURE 3.2 
When ur #u+, c2 =f’(u,), and from (2.5), we have q’(r) = co at cp(<) = a,. 
The same holds for (p’(t) at cp(<) = uir i odd. Note that U, may equal U, 
and in this case cp(<) = U, for 5 near co. On the other hand, since 
f(u) - c2u, u between u ~ and u + has an absolute maximum at u ~, cp( 5) is 
always smooth for < near co. The situation is simplified when f is convex 
(Fig. 3.3 and 3.4). 
The above construction is motivated by the construction of traveling 
waves for a simple relaxation model in [lo]. To complete the proof of 
Theorem 2 we now show that the traveling wave is unique up to trans- 
lation. When u + = U, ,f’(u) < c2 for u near u, and so the sides of (2.5), are 
of opposite signs and a smooth solution does not exist. To start with a dis- 
continuity wave (U + , U) satisfying (3.3), U must be u2 (Fig. 3.1). When 
*u 
u+="l u2 u- 
Fv.xw 3.3 
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FIGURE 3.4 
U, # u, f(u) - c2u is increasing for u near u + and (3.3) cannot be satisfied 
for any (u+,U), U near u,. Thus (p(t) must be smooth for 5 near co. 
Moreover, it is unique by the study of the last section. This proves the 
uniqueness of (p(t) for r near a. The above argument can be applied 
repeatedly to yield the uniqueness of cp(<) for all cl. 
4. TIME ASYMPTOTIC STATES 
Traveling waves studied in the last two sections are exact solutions of 
(1.1). We now study more general wave patterns in the time-asymptotic 
sense. Time-asymptotically, system (1.1) can be replaced by the simpler 
equilibrium equations 
u, - v, = 0 
(4.1) 
v, -p(u), = 0. 
This is so, however, only for solutions which relax to equilibrium such as 
the rarefaction waves. Shock waves for (4.1) and traveling waves for ( 1.1) 
are the same only at far fields x = f co (2.2), but not in the transition layer. 
On the other hand, rarefaction waves of (4.1) expand and are time- 
asymptotic solutions of (1.1). To see this, consider initial data for (4.1) of 
the form 
v(x, 0) - J”‘“. O) A(G) dii = constant 
d44x, 0)) > o 
dx ” 
--cc<<<<, 
A(u) = (p’(u))“* or /I = -(p’(u))“? 
(4.2~ 
(4.2 j2 
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Equation (4.2), states that the Riemann invariant is constant and (4.2), 
states that the characteristic speed E.(s, 0) is increasing in s. It is well 
known that the solution of (4.1 ) and (4.2) is a rarefaction wave: 
(4 V)(*L t) = (4 u)(5,0). for .Y = 5 - ti.( u( 5, 0)) 
t30, -‘Y,<{<wJ. (4.3 1 
A rarefaction wave expands: 
4& 0) 
r:r(.~,t) + y(x,f) =O(l)f, 
I I 
as t+ oc’. (4.4) 
Since (4.2), (4.3) satisfy (4.1) we have 
u,-u,=o 
or-a,=E, (4.5) 
From (4.4), to justify (u, tl) as a time-asyptotic solution of ( 1.1) we need to 
show that the error term E decays at a rate faster than 0( 1) t ~ ’ as t 4 CD. 
This is so if a(s) decays faster than sP ’ as s + co. (In most applications a(s) 
is assumed to decay exponentially.) This implies that the part of the above 
integral from - cc to (1 -E) t decays faster than 0( 1) t-‘. The integral 
from (1 -E) to I decays faster than t-’ by the continuity of V(U, u) and 
(4.4). 
With the above analysis we are ready to study the time-asymptotic wave 
patterns for (1.1) with given end states 
(4 t’)(9 t) = (4, u,) 
(u, UN - =;c, t) = (u,, U[). 
(4.6) 
Because of nonlinear cancellations, combining, and interactions, a general 
solution of (1.1) with given end states (4.6) would tend to a wave pattern 
which is noninteracting. This has been shown for hyperbolic conservation 
laws [8]. Thus by time-asymptotic states for (1.1) we mean noninteracting 
wave patterns consisting of time-asymptotic nonlinear waves for ( 1.1). i.e., 
the traveling waves for (1.1) and rarefaction waves for (4.1). For the 
construction, we first solve the Riemann problem for (4.1) with 
(4 u)(-% 0) = 
{ 
(ur, L’,) 
(u,, u,) 
(4.7) 
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This has been done in [7, 131. The solution consists of discontinuity 
waves and rarefaction waves. Each discontinuity wave for (4.1) is required 
to satisfy (ii) of Theorem 1 and therefore there exists a corresponding 
traveling wave for (1.1). The time-asymptotic state for (1.1) and (4.6) is 
found by replacing the discontinuity wave in the solution of (4.1), (4.7) by 
the corresponding traveling waves for ( 1.1). 
5. DIFFUSION WAVES 
The asymptotic analysis in the last section produces wave patterns which 
would represent the large-time behavior of solutions in the sup norm L,. 
In the case where the end states are the same, the solution dissipates to a 
constant state in L, [3, 63. In this section we construct the asymptotic 
states in the integral sense L, for such a dissipative solution. For this the 
equilibrium equations (4.1) need to be refined to include the effect of dis- 
sipation induced by the memory. Equation (4.1) is obtained by replacing 
the history g(u(x, z)), t > z > -co, in (l.l), by its present value g(u(x, t)). 
A retineness is to approximate it by 
g(u(x, t)) + (z - t) duk t)), 
=g(45 t)) + (z - t) g’(4--& r)) 4x7 t),, 
where we have used the first equation of (1.1). With this approximation 
( 1.1) becomes the viscoelasticity model of the rate type: 
(5.1) 
P(u)-qg’(~)>o, r q- s sa’( -s) ds. -* 
The approximation is valid for solutions (u, a) of (5.1) which satisfy 
lul+lul~lvul+lvul~lv2uI+Iv2uI, (5.2) 
where V denotes the derivatives with respect to x and r. Equation (5.2) is 
satisfied for dissipative waves time-asymptotically. These waves are called 
diffusion waves and have been constructed in Liu [9] based on the heat 
equaton and Burgers equation. The L, theory is discussed in Chem and 
Liu [l] for (5.1). We briefly describe this and relate it to the system (1.1). 
Consider initial data 
- - (k u)(x, 0) = (43, GJ) + (4 u)(x); (5.3) 
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a perturbation of constant state (u,, oO), (U, L’)(s) tends to zero as 1 x 1 + x. 
Suppose that the past history (u, v)(x, t), t < 0, for a solution of (1.1) is also 
a perturbation of (u,, oO). Then the solution for (1.1) would tend to the 
solution of (5.1), (5.3) in the L,-sense. The asymptotic state for the solution 
of (5.1), (5.3) depends on only the two time-invariants: 
m,= 
i = (d-x, r) - ud d,y, 
rnz- 
-x I 
;, (u(x, t) - uo) d,u, t 2 0. 
The asymptotic state is constructed based on either the Burgers equation 
or the heat equation depending on whether or not p”(u,) is nonzero. 
Suppose that b -p”(uJ # 0. Then the asymptotic state consists of two 
nonlinear diffusion waves. The forward wave is defined by the Riemann 
invariant being constant and the characteristic value A(x, t) = (p’(u(x, t))“’ 
satisfying the Burgers equation 
I 
uk ,I 
u(x, t) = A( ii) dii 
The backward wave is defined similarly by setting A(x, t) = -p’(u(x, t))“2. 
When p”(u,) = 0, as must be the case when one considers the rest state in 
the shearing motion, then the diffusion waves are governed by the linear 
heat equation, 
where A., = + (p’(~+,))“~ and 1 is any chosen nonsingular parameter on the 
curve of the construct Riemann invariant 
u - s ’ A(u) dti = constant. 
For the details of the derivation of the heat equation and the Burgers 
equation from (5.1) see Liu [9]. 
6. GENERAL SYSTEM 
So far the analysis has been carried out for the stress-strain relation 
(l.l), and nonsingular kernel a’, that is a’(O) is finite. We now indicate how 
to generalize the analysis to genera1 relation ( 1.1 )*. First we consider ( 1.1 )3 
with singular kernel a’(0) = -co. The only modification needed is in the 
uniqueness analysis (cf. (2.14)). This is remedied by splitting the integral 
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from - co to 0 into the integral from -cc to --E and from --E to 0, E 
small. Because a’(s) is integrable the integral from --E to 0 is small. Thus 
the uniqueness argument in Section 2 applies since a’( -E) is finite. For the 
general relation (l.l), the instantaneous elastic response depends on the 
past history of the strain, and entropy condition (3.3) becomes 
c J( 2 u,; x(t), f)) -flu,; x(t), f) 
11, - u, 
,f( u,; X(f), t)) -f(G x(t), f) 
l.l - u, 
for all u between uI and U, 
f( u; x, t) = J ’ h(t - T, w, u(x, z)) dt. -x 
The equilibrium strress-strain relation is 
P(U)= J,,, h(s, u, u) dx. 
The stability condition (1.7) becomes 
O-=P’(U)< 
df(u; -G t) 
du 9 
for all possible past history U(X, z), cc <z < f, u = u(x, I). This is so for 
solutions of moderate variation provided that the constitutive function h 
satisfies 
o < _ W-~v P, 4) < ws7 P, 4) 
%l 8P . 
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